
1 Very good morning... I liked the magazine very much... It's an excellent endeavor... 

- Msg from Bargaon college 

2 Thank you Nomita. You people are doing excellent. Creating a positive environment. Great 

- Msg from Plabon Kakoti sir 

3 Good initiative by RUSA, Assam. 

- Ex principal MK college. 

4 New addition to higher education. Congratulations to the whole team. 

- Former registrar DU N dutta sir 

5 Congratulations. Good work. Keep it up 

- Rituparna mam 

6 A great job has been done under the initiative of Respected Mission Director, Dr. D. 

Majumdar Sir. Thanks to Team RUSA, Assam. The database will serve a long felt need to 

have a glance over the H.E. institutions in the State of Assam. To mention the year of 

establishment against the respective institutions will bear an additional importance for 

researchers. Thanks to all of you. 

- Principal SBMS College 

7 It's really a laudable effort on the part of RUSA, Assam. The RUSA student online admission 

system and RUSA e-magazine are going to have significant positive impacts on the academic 

scenario of Assam. 

- Principal BHB College 

8 At the right moment all of us are facing a tough time, sometimes we feel what to say our 

young generation where, as if everything is going to be halted. But under the leadership of 

our Mission Director Sir, whole RUSA team marks a new beginning. Let us be happy and 

proud, though remotely, we are also the member of this initiative. We feel committed, the lot 

of things are there for our students, only we have to lead. 

Thanks Dr. Mazumdar Sir, thanks to RUSA team, Govt. of Assam 

- Principal Pub Kamrup College  

9 It is indeed a good initiative on the part of RUSA, Assam and team... 

- Principal Manchachar College  

10 The team of RUSA, Assam, have done excellent work by launching E-magazine which was 

done by the Honble Commissioner Secretary. The student online admission system have 

been forwarded. Thanks to the team members of RUSA, Assam 

- Principal Bapujee College 

11 It is indeed a great initiative by Team RUSA, Assam under the leadership of Mission 

Director Sir. The database will be extremely helpful for students. The e-magazine is quite 

informative. Our best wishes to all. 

- Principal Bholanath College 

12 উচ্চতৰ শিক্ষা অশিযান,অসমৰ মাননীয় সঞ্চালক আৰু কম মকতমা সকললল ধনযবাদ 
আৰু অশিনন্দন জনাইছ া োঁ আটাইছকইটা যগুান্তকাৰী কামৰ বাছব । 

- Principal Chaiduar College 
13 Excellent 

Congratulations to the entire Rusa team headed by the honble Mission Director 

- Principal Kaliabor College 
14 Congratulations to the entire Rusa team headed by the honourable Mission Director. It is 

expected this initiative will take the HEIs of Assam one step forward in getting expected 

yields. 

Principal 

- Paschim Guwahati Mahavidyalays 

15 Excellent works. Congratulations to the Mission Director Sir and entire RUSA families by 

launching E-magazine & the link for students online admission information system.  

- Principal, Tihu College 



16 Timely initiative taken by RUSA. I on behalf of M. C. Das College, congratulate the whole 

team of RUSA Assam. The outcome of the endeavour will surely benefit the students 

community and will change the future scenario of Higher Education in Assam. Thank you. 

- M. C. Das College 

17 Heartiest  congratulations  to the respected M D sir & entire RUSA team for their hard effort 

to launch this excellent online portal  student online admission information system and 

RUSA E- Magazine system.   

It will definitely help the student community to search categorywise institution and publish 

their research papers. 

Thank you RUSA team for your continuous support to all at all time . I really appreciate all 

the help RUSA team renders to us.  Thank you once again and look forward to your 

continuous support. 

 

Thank you 

 

- G L Choudhury College 

18 মাননীয় সঞ্চালক, উচ্চতৰ শিক্ষা অশিযান,আৰু কম মকতমা সকললল ধনযবাদ আৰু অশিনন্দন 

জনাইছ া োঁ আটাইছকইটা যগুান্তকাৰী কামৰ বাছব৷ অসমৰ উচ্চ শিক্ষাৰ ক্ষক্ষত্ৰত ই এক নতুন 

শদিৰ সূচনা কশৰব৷ 

- Principal LTK college 

19 It is a nice initiative from RUSA, Assam which has created a new dimention towards the 

benefit of the students and stakeholders. Thanks 

- Digboi Womens College 
20 Kudos to RUSA Team Assam. The Mission Director, Dr D.Majumdar, understands Higher 

Education and it's needs pretty well. He has an enthusiastic and hardworking support staff 

who are always ready to troubleshoot issues. It will give fillip to Higher Education in Assam. 

- Principal MNC Balika Mahavidyalaya 

21 It is definitely an excellent work done by RUSA Assam under able leadership of honourable 

mission Director Dr D Majumdar. 

- Principal GNDG Commerce College 

22 Excellent. Congratulations to the RUSA team and honourable Mission Director sir for this 

great initiative. Thanks to RUSA, Assam team. 

- Principal Kakojan College 

23 The e magazine is nice one. Yet to cover many colleges in student information system. 

- Jogen Kalita Sir 

24 At the outset, let me extend my encomium to the Mission Director sir and the entire team. 

Read the writings of Santanu sir discussing the formative years of RUSA. Congratulations to 

him for giving right direction to it. What pleases me most to see that RUSA providing buses 

to differently abled persons and helping students in achieving their goals in life. 

- Principal Sapatgram College 

25 অসমৰ উচ্চ শিক্ষানুষ্ঠান সমূহৰ তথ্যসমূহ থ্াউকছত  পাব পৰালক সমূহীয়া তথ্য িাণ্ডাৰ এটাৰ 

প্ৰছয়াজনীয়তা বহুশদনৰ পৰা অনুিৱ হহ আশহশ ল। প্ৰছয়াজনত শবচাশৰছলও ক্ষপাৱাৰ  সুশবধা নাশ ল ।  

RUSA অসমৰ মাননীয় সঞ্চালক ডাঙৰীয়াৰ ক্ষনতৃত্বত অসম RUSA ৰ কায মযালয়ৰ পৰা কৰা integrated 

higher education information system এ এই দীৰ্ মশদনীয়া অিাৱ এটা পূৰণৰ শদছি অগ্ৰসৰ হহছ  

আৰু ইশতমছধয এটা পয মায় অশতক্ৰম কশৰছ । অসমৰ RUSA ৰ teamৰ লগছত অশিচছটাৰ এটা সুকীয়া 

সু-নাম এশতয়াললছক বশতম আছ । Team RUSA অসমৰ এই মহৎ প্ৰছচষ্টা /প্ৰয়াস প্ৰিংসনীয়। মাননীয় 

misson ডাইছৰক্টৰ আৰু ইয়াৰ লগত জশিত প্ৰছতযক জনছক আন্তশৰক অশিনন্দন জনাইছ া োঁ। লগছত 

আমাৰ তৰিৰ পৰা পূণ ম সাহছযাশগতাৰ প্ৰশতশ্ৰুশত প্ৰদান কশৰছ া। 

- অধ্যক্ষ 

- জাগীৰ াড মহাবিদ্যালয় 



26 It is a nice initiative of RUSA. Congratulations to Honourable Mission Director and his team 

. Kudos to  efforts. 

With regards, 

- Sarat Borkataki 
27 Excellent work by RUSA. Congratulations to Director sir and the team RUSA. 

- Principal Sibsagarh Commerce College  

28 Really, a great initiative taken by Rusa team. Thanks and congrats. 

- KRB Girls College 

29 A lot of thanks to RUSA Assam for their needful initiative taken on information of higher 

education. 

- A.W.Mia.W.G.College 

30 It is good initiative by RUSA for the students by developing students info system and e 

Megazine. Congratulations to Mission Director Sir and whole team of Rusa. 

- Gurucharan college 

31 I have gone through the e magazine and submit my comment in the comment box.  

It is well decorated and very strategically added the informative writeups. The overall look is 

very nice.  

Your Editorial is very good and your article is informative.  

Photo gallery have to be updated. 

Congratulations once again. 

You did hard work. 

- Principal Sinapur College 

 


